


GOOD MORNING 
Today’s learning:

1 – Maths

2 – Class reading

3 – English

4 – Handwriting

5 – PSHE

6 – PE

A message from Miss Connor…

REMEMBER THE 

BOURNEBROOK WAY



Maths answers

MARKING TIME 



Set A

Maths answers



Set B

Maths answers



Set C

Maths answers



Y5

English answers



Y5

English answers



Y5

English answers



Y6

English answers



Y6

English answers



Spelling answers



Y6 MATHS

LO: Arithmetic test.

Answer the following questions in 

your yellow book:

Mark your own - answers after Easter



CLASS READING

LO: To read our class text.

Read chapter 3 – pages 23 to 33.



ENGLISH
LO: To link sentences and 

paragraphs to make text flow.  

This is a picture of a strange 

invention.  In your green book, 

explain what it does and how to 

use it.  Use pronouns, adverbials 

and linking words and phrases to 

make your text flow. 

Read the examples on the next page





HANDWRITING

LO: Handwriting.

Write 3 lines of each word carefully in 

your green book.



PSHE
LO: To update your network hand.

In the current home-learning situation we find ourselves in, we may need to adjust our 

normal network hand contacts – because some of the people we usually see regularly, 

may no longer be easily available.  Think about who you’d normally have on your hand 

and decide if any of these people or agencies might be difficult to turn to at the moment –

these will need to be the ones to change.  I would also like you to add the following 

numbers to your hand, so if they are needed, you have them:

Finally, decorate and colour your network hand to really make it stand out in your book or 

do it on paper and display it in your work space.  You could photograph it and show us on 

Facebook.



PE WITH JOE

Click on the link below and choose today’s 

date (or another if you prefer!)

Are you 

aching like 

Miss C?

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvD7ogmmPLJXYA1q0gFF3pe

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvD7ogmmPLJXYA1q0gFF3pe


SOME EASTER FUN

Design a cartoon for each ‘egg’ word.  Can 

you think of any of your own?

Easter egg hunt – how many Easter eggs 

can you spot on the PowerPoint?

Can you make an Easter card for your 

family?



• Remember to talk to someone on your network hand if you are 

worried about something.

• If nobody is listening to your worries or there is nobody to talk to, 

you can Google Childline or call them on 08001111.

• Adults at Childline are used to talking to children with worries and 

can help you.

REMEMBER


